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ULTIMATE SUDAN TOUR  

NORTH- SOUTH  
(PORT SUDAN- PORT SUDAN) 

Itinerary Description: this is only a sample and is subject  

to change  

Day 1 

 Transfer to the boat 

 Check in 

 Meet Crew & Welcome Briefing 

 Assign Cabins 

 Prepare Diving equipment 

 Dinner on Board 

 Boar will depart next early morning 

Day 2 

 will depart from the marina early in the morning to 

reach the first dive site of the week. 

 will have your first briefing for the “check” dive on 

 a site called Sha'ab Swedi.   

 will sail for 3 hours to the second dive site of the  

day, Merlo Reef where you will do your second 

 and last dive of the day. 

 After the second dive, the boat will sail towards 

Sha'ab Baher, a site where you will spend a quiet and 

peaceful night, moored behind a big reef. 

 

 

 

Day 3: 

 At the break of dawn, we will head towards the 

most northern Sudanese dive sites for three dives. 

These sites do not see many divers which enables 

a pristine nature. The fauna and colourful reefs 

offer a highly emotional show. We will choose the 

most comfortable site for the night 

Day 4: 

 3 different dives in north Sudanese waters will be 

on the menu. After the third dive we will head 

towards Sha'ab Baher to spend the night there 

Day 5 : 

 Three dives are on the menu with very short 

sailing times between the sites. 

Wake up call at 6:00 am for the first dive on a site 

called Angarosh. After a good breakfast and a 

quick nap, your guide will give you a briefing for 

the second dive on the dive site of Albington. The 

third dive will take place at about 3:00pm on 

Merlo's reef. Then we will go back to Sha'ab  

Baher for another comfortable night 



Day 6 : 

 The advantage of this itinerary is that we will 

have the opportunity to dive again on the three 

dive sites of the previous day.  

 We will witness how the presence of the fauna 

evolves according to the moment of the day. 

We will encounter many pelagic fishes such as 

hammerhead sharks, grey reef sharks and 

silvertip sharks. We sometimes encounter a 

manta ray on these sites. 

Day 7:  

 On that day we will start going down to the very 

famous dive site of Sha'ab Rumi. After a first 

dive chosen by your guides, the boat will sail for 

1h30 to Quita El Banna and its steep drop-offs. 

  It will then sail for another 4h30 to reach 

Sha'ab Rumi and moor there. 

  The last dive of the day will take place among 

the vestiges of Cousteau's Pre-Continent 2 

expedition. 

Day 8:  

 The first two dives will be on Sha'ab Rumi's 

southern plateau where you will encounter all 

the species the Sudanese waters are famous 

for. 

  A night dive on Pre-Continent 2 will be 

proposed. 

Day 9: 

 Will do the first dive of the day on Sha'ab 

Rumi's southern plateau 

Then the MY Galaxy 720 will leave the site and 

sail for 1h30 to reach Sanganeb Marine Park  

  dive on the northern part of the reef. The last 

dive of the day will take place on the southern 

plateau. 

Day 10:  

 During the night, the MY Galaxy 720 will 

navigate for three hours to reach Jumna.  

 Two dives on this site where you can 

sometimes see a 50+ strong school of 

hammerhead sharks.  

We will then go to Sha'ab Ambar, one hour 

away from Jumna. Night in the lagoon. 

 

Day 11: 

 At the break of dawn, we will head towards 

Protector. It takes two hours to get there. After 

two dives on this plateau that teems with life, 

we will go to Nahalat (the palm-tree). Then 

back to Sha'ab Ambar after one hour of 

navigation. Another night in the lagoon. 

Day 12: 

 Three dives in the Suakin area will be 

proposed. Last night in Sha'ab Ambar's 

lagoon 

Day 13: 

 After one hour of navigation, the first two 

dives will take place on Jumna's reef. After 

the second dive, the MY Galaxy 720  will sail 

to Sanganeb Marine Park for about three 

hours. Upon arrival, you will have the 

opportunity to visit the 50m-high lighthouse 

and admire the panoramic view. The last dive 

of the day will take place on Sanganeb's 

southern plateau. 

You will then sail one last time towards 

Windgate Reef where you will spend the 

night. 

Day14: 

 For this last day at sea, two dives on the 

famous shipwreck of the Umbria will be on the 

menu. 

After the last dive, you will rinse your diving 

equipment and go back to the marina. 

Day 15: 

 Check out after breakfast . 

 

 

 



DIVE SITE DETAILS  

Sha'ab Swedi.( blue belt wreck) 

The Blue Belt is a cargo ship that sank in December 1977. The cargo was 

made up of cars, trucks, tractors and spare parts - hence the alternative 

name of the Toyota Wreck. It is suggested that the crew were smuggling 

goods from Saudi Arabia at the time and were attempting to pass through 

the gap in Sha'ab Suedi Reef at Fasima Suedi, but evidently got it wrong 

(the ship is too big for the gap), hit the reef and sank. Efforts were made to 

re-float the ship by removing the cargo, which is why it is scattered around 

the wreck. 

This is an excellent wreck dive mainly due to the cargo. The Blue Belt now 

lies upside down on a slope of about 30° and you can enter it through a 

large opening in the hull at 36m and work you up through the inside to 

come out near the bow. There's not a lot to see inside, but it does make a 

nice swim through. The outside of the wreck is also fairly featureless as it is 

just an upturned hull, although the scale of it is impressive. Lying on the 

reef scattered outside the wreck are the highlight of the dive: coral-

encrusted remains of cars, complete with lights, tyres, and steering wheels 

etc that are great to swim around. 

Once you are done looking at the wreck and its debris field, finish your 

dive on the attractive Fasima Suedi to de-gas or wipe of any 

decompression. 

   

Merlo Reef  

South Ledge 

Another steep-sided, submerged reef dropping away to the depths and as ever there is the potential for some pelagics out in the blue. I 

saw a few morays, blue spotted stingrays, lots of trevally and triggerfish. An enjoyable dive. 

North Plateau 

The northern edge of Merlo has a tall pinnacle protruding from it that is decked in soft corals, anthias and fusiliers. At the start of the 

dive we swam along in the blue with the reef on our right and were passed by jacks and barracuda and two grey reef sharks were 

patrolling, coming in close before heading off again. One had a big shark-bite shaped scar on its flank so had presumably been fighting! 

We then headed back into the reef past the pretty pinnacle before heading back along the wall on the opposite side of reef, still keeping it 

on our right. As we passed the gap between the pinnacle and main reef, a large turtle was passing through. 

 

Angarosh 

This is one of the deepest reef dives near Port Sudan. The top of the reef is at 10m and the deeper flat area is at 40 - 55 metres. We 

started the dive off by heading away from the reef into the blue to look for sharks. Our dive guide glimpsed a hammerhead and a tiger 

shark, but he was out a lot further for longer than the rest of us and diving on a rebreather. We did see an enormous shoal of barracuda 

making its way across the reef however. The swim back along the reef was picturesque with plenty of reef fish and some lovely coral. 

 

Albington 

Abington was the most northerly reef dive of our trip. It is a wall dive with a plateau at one end. Jacks and trevally were everywhere and 

huge shoals of fusiliers kept engulfing us. There was also a massive anemone, blue spotted rays and lionfish. 

 

Sha'ab Rumi 

South Plateau 

My favourite reef dive in Sudan. The dive starts by heading along the reef with the wall on your left. You then have the option to swim 

out over the plateau or into the blue to look for sharks. I found that the best option on this dive was to head along the edge of the plateau 

keeping a vague eye out in the blue, but mostly looking at the plateau itself. We dived here three times and on each dive there were two 

http://www.divesitedirectory.co.uk/dive_site_red_sea_sudan_reef_fasima_suedi.html


grey reef sharks just cruising the plateau. They were wary of divers but if you stay still when one is heading in your general direction 

they come in very close. Also one the plateau on every dive were big shoals of jacks and barracuda. Again I found rather than swimming 

to them, they would eventually swim to you and you would be engulfed on all sides, not knowing where to look - an absolutely fantastic 

feeling! 

To finish the dive, you can head back towards the reef wall, which is stunning. Keep an eye above you for bumphead parrotfish, which in 

November are territorial and use their bumps in stag-like clashes to decide who gets which patch of reef. These fish are so big you cannot 

fail to be impressed by them. Also keep an eye out for Maori wrasse. On the wall itself there are huge anemones and beautiful acropora 

and table corals. Sweetlips and black and white snapper are everywhere and you just don't want to leave the water. Simply stunning. 

 

Quita El Banna  

Southwest Plateau 

Qita el Banna is a circular reef with steep sides that drop away to around 500m. As we started off the dive I was enjoying looking at the 

reef and idly glancing out towards the blue when I heard the distinctive shout of "MANTA!" from James, our dive guide. How he 

managed to make his voice travel so far and so clearly through water I have no idea! There was indeed a manta skirting along close to the 

edge of the reef and everyone just hung in the water, taking in its presence as it drifted by. Any sighting of a manta is going to be 

impressive, but the fact that this was the first I had ever seen made it even more special. I couldn't get the grin off my face for the rest of 

the day let alone the rest of the dive! 

Hammerheads also frequent this reef from time to time, but we'd used our luck up on the manta. I did see a small white tip reef shark 

hiding under a table coral however and he didn't like being spotted. Aside from the big stuff, this reef is a very picturesque one and it 

made for an excellent all round dive 

 

Cousteau's Pre-Continent 2 expedition. 

Jacques Cousteau is probably the most famous figure in diving, past or present. He was a pioneer of underwater exploration and in 1963 

used Sha'ab Rumi as a base for his second effort at living underwater. His boat Calypso moored at the reef and a series of habitats were 

anchored onto the reef where five divers would spend the next month. Support divers bought supplies from ship to village (including a 

parrot!) and the 'aquanauts' went about their daily lives for the next four weeks. 

Diving here is like visiting an underwater museum. Relics of Jacques Cousteau's epic underwater experiment litter the sea bed giving an 

insight into the world he created for himself. There is the air-tight submarine hanger and a tool shed amongst other things. It's 

entertaining to swim among the remains for a while, but you will soon need to move off onto the reef itself and have an explore of the 

shallow coral garden, which is full of soft corals and reef fish. It is a pretty reef and good for practising photography. You can also do 

this dive as a night dive. 

 

Sanganeb Marine Park  

This dive site is well known for its British built lighthouse that marks it location and can be walked up during your surface interval. 

Sanganeb is yet another reef that comes up from the depths and is visited by pelagics. When we dived here we saw a shoal of barracuda 

and a white tip reef shark but no other big stuff. It is a picturesque dive site home to some excellent coral and a healthy abundance of 

anthias and other reef fish. 

Southwest Plateau 

The Southwest Plateau is a good place to see inquisitive grey reef sharks as they were fed here in the past. Jacks and barracuda patrol in 

large shoals and Maori wrasse cruise across the plateau. There is a lot of soft coral and also black coral home to the rare longnose 

hawkfish. 

 

Jumna. 

Stuck way out on its own, the corals on this site are only shadowed by the shoals of hundreds of scalloped hammerheads. The shoal her 

can sometimes be enormous and densely packed, and, quite extraordinary for hammerheads, inquisitive. Some swimming straight at you 

breaking off only a couple of metres from a collision. The others too, although a little more wary come into the reef for a look. 

 

 



Sha'ab Ambar,   

Shaab Ambar, an enormous horseshoe shaped reef with large azure lagoon. The outer walls sink into drop offs, peppered with openings 

and crevices and festooned in of colourful soft coral; here clouds of vibrant glass fish, swoop over huge groupers and moray eels that 
guard the crevices. Encounters with large pelagic fish like tuna, barracuda and sharks are quite common, with sightings of large tiger 

sharks hunting for jackfish. Sha ab Ambar is well worth diving at the beginning and the end of your trip. 

The Admiralty Chart shows Sha'ab Ambar as a very long, slightly bent line of coral just below the surface. In reality, it is a very long 

slightly bent collection of broken reefs with a sheltered lagoon in the north. It has a north point, west and east walls, a south wall and a 

south eastern plateau. The majority of this five mile long coral formation is virgin territory. The west wall drops in a series of small 

plateaux and gentle slopes. Here the coral is outstanding with some of the best delicate hard coral formations that can be seen in the Red 

Sea. As with most coral reefs, the shallower parts exhibit the larger concentration of life. From 10 metres to almost the surface, the west 

wall is superb and improved by the topography, which turns from steps and slopes to indentations and small pinnacles. Each indent in the 
reef face becomes hover zone with resident small fish and regular larger visitors. Large groupers patrol the edges wait to pound on small 

wrasse or fusiliers; soldier fish hide in any recess they can find. Lipstick surgeon fish abound sometimes obscuring the whole coral wall. 

The South west point - the big toe that Sha'ab Ambar sticks out into the oceanic Red Sea. If Sha'ab Rumi and Sanganeb to the north can 

have stunning plateaus, Ambar does not disappoint. Two metre high breakers pounded the shallow, 4m deep, plateau, but in front of that 

was another, deeper, horizontal coral formation. The plateau 24 metres beneath was sand, coral only visible at the rim where it rose up to 

form a crater-like look. Starting at the south side you head deep passing the plateau where you can see white-tip reef sharks resting on 

the sand. These small sharks have the ability to pump water across their gills, and thus can 'rest' on the bottom. Continuing along the rim 

of coral looking out into the blue you see grey reef sharks and awesome passages of Hammerheads, some very large and very close. 
Further on, the coral rim merges into the wall of the main reef signalling the place to turn. Here spotted eagle rays descend the reef wall 

and glide ballerina-like over the plateau. Swimming back at 17m above the plateau towards the wall that leads to the 4m plateau, the 

water ahead glistens with the swirling bodies of barracuda. Shoals of 50 or more individuals spiral from depths to near the surface 

making this the characteristic underwater photo in the Sudan. Spotted sweetlips sway in the surge, sometimes in immense shoals. Expect 

to encounter large hawksbill turtles off the top of the plateau. 

Jerrycan Point at Sha'ab Ambar is marked by big breakers over the shallow plateau calling for a negative entry. In and down are the 

best rules for that sort of surface and once under you can drift slowly to the bottom. White-tip reef sharks rest peacefully on the sand 

clearly visible as you make your way across the plateau to the coral rim where you descend to around 30 metres and look. Here large 
white-tip reef sharks share the territory with more curious grey reef sharks. These will cruise at a respectable distance if you keep your 

bubbles low, sometimes sweeping across your head within touching distance. At the end of the rim large hammerheads can be seen in the 

distance. Eagle rays, barracuda and huge shoals of massive humphead parrotfish are also common here. The coral wall though is 

something to behold with densely packed hard corals punctuated with soft corals and sponges. Reef fish, of course, are in good numbers, 

exceptional numbers actually, rounding off an unforgettable dive once again. 

Protector. 

This is another large reef barrier with an enclosed lagoon almost right in the middle, the dive is at the south point where an elongated reef 

stretches for few hundred meters at a depth of 2m before it slopes gently to  form some of the most fantastic under water scenery, a very thin 

plateau stretches around 200m sloping gently down south, the sides drop down where the east wall has some dramatic scenery of underwater 

topography, the plateau reaches around 45m before it steeps into the abyss, after spending the time in the blue drifting south where a big chance 

to see some spotted eagle rays, the common hammer head school and some casual grey reef sharks, back at the plateau one might struggle to 

maintain position since there is a north eastern current present most of the time, just like hay stacks of the most colourful soft corals, white tip 

reef sharks are common, the usual red ease fish and a resident school of the clumsy but awesome looking bump head parrot fish. 

Nahalat (the palm-tree).  

To the west and a tiny speck of light blue in the dark blue of the Red Sea; here you see coral with a dazzling concentration. Every 

millimetre was covered in coral life. Above, in front and below swarms of reef fish - antheas, wrasse, emerald green triggerfish, 

damselfish, clownfish and butterflyfish – all shrouding the reef out to around a metre, but never straying very far into the intermediate 

zone patrolled by travelly, tuna, jacks and filled with fusiliers. Below, a 55 metre deep ledge provides a resting place for large white-tip 

reef sharks. 

At around only 100 metres in circumference, Qaseer is easily explored in one dive, which allows divers to see both north and south 

points. And almost immediately on reaching depth on the south point grey reef sharks appear. As you follow the east wall more  sharks 

come in for a look and then turned northward and disappear, but not for long. Grey reef, hammerheads and white tips abound on this 
dive. 

 



Suakin 

South from Port Sudan up to the Suakin Archipelago lies probably some of the best diving in the World. The Suakin Archipelago is 

made up of a group of islands offering some of the most unforgettable dives you will ever make in the Red Sea. A lot of the reefs within 

this constellation have not been dived, and journeys to the area are reminiscent of early exploratory diving. 

The Umbria 

The Umbria was built in Hamburg in 1912 and started life as a freighter. On its final voyage in 1940, bound for Eritrea, it was in the 

hands of the Italians who were transporting over 350,000 bombs amongst other items. The British impounded the Umbria at Port Sudan 

as the Second World War was imminent and the Brits weren't about to let a boat pass them by who would be carrying weapons for the 

enemy. The Umbria was ordered to be handed over, but rather than let this happen the Italians scuttled their own ship. The Umbria sank 

complete with its cargo and should its bombs ever go off in the future, the ensuing tidal wave would engulf Port Sudan. 

The Umbria is rumoured to be one of the best dives in the world and is at least part of the reason many people come to Sudan. Having 

dived it, I can see why - it is the perfect wreck dive. It's big enough to give you plenty to explore but small enough to cover in one dive. 

The depth it lies in means you get plenty of bottom time and there is plenty of easy penetration to be done. For those who want to, it is 

possible to get to the engine room, in the holds, the bakery and thoroughly explore the interior of the wreck. The cargo of fiat lagunas, 

wine bottles and munitions provide interest and the wreck is festooned with coral and fish life. Even just swimming the length of the 

wreck and observing the holds from a distance is an excellent experience. 

Be sure to head around the stern of the wreck to the propeller, and there is a nice swim through underneath the large rudder, which is 

home to lots of snapper and some featherstars. On one of the gangways towards the collapsed funnel midships live some tiny cleaner 

shrimps, and if you put your fingers on the handrail they will come up and begin to 'clean' you, which is very entertaining. We did 3 

dives on the Umbria whilst in Sudan; I could have happily done three more. It really does deserve its reputation as one of the world's best 

dives. 

 


